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Ricette Bimby Marmellate
Capture the flavors of Italy with over 150 recipes for
conserves, pickles, sauces, liqueurs, and more in
this “engagingly informative” guide (Elizabeth
Minchilli, author of Eating Rome). The notion of
preserving shouldn’t be limited to American jams
and jellies, and in this book, Domenica Marchetti
puts the focus on the ever-alluring flavors and
ingredients of Italy. There, abundant produce and
other Mediterranean ingredients lend themselves
particularly well to canning, bottling, and other
preserving methods. Think of marinated artichokes
in olive oil, classic giardiniera, or, of course, the latesummer tradition of putting up tomato sauce. But in
this book we get so much more, from Marchetti’s
travels across the regions of Italy to the recipes
handed down through her family: sweet and sour
peppers, Marsala-spiked apricot jam, lemon-infused
olive oil, and her grandmother’s amarene, sour
cherries preserved in alcohol. Beyond canning and
pickling, the book also includes recipes for making
cheese, curing meats, infusing liqueurs, and even a
few confections, plus recipes for finished dishes so
you can savor each treasured jar all year long.
“Pack artichokes, peppers and mushrooms in oil.
Make deliciously spicy pickles from melon. Even
limoncello, mostarda and confections like torrone
can come straight from your kitchen... The
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techniques may have been passed down by
generations of nonnas, but they knew what they
were doing.”—Florence Fabricant, The New York
Times “Marchetti elevates preserved food from the
role of condiment to center stage.”—Publishers
Weekly
Britain's best-selling comic, 'The Beano' celebrates
its 75th birthday this year Join Dennis the Menace,
The Bash Street Kids, Roger the Dodger and Minnie
the Minx for 112 pages of mischief, mayhem and
menacing
Taking inspiration from the surrealists, and adding a
twist of twenty-first-century technology and a love of
good food, photographer Jan Bartelsman turns his
lenses on the United States' star chefs, traveling
from coast to coast to photograph, interview, and
collect recipes from such culinary luminaries as Julia
Child, Thomas Keller, Charlie Trotter, and Daniel
Boulud. Bartelsman captures each chef's unique
personality in hand-tinted photomontages enhanced
by fanciful digitally generated elements to create a
gallery that Food Arts magazine calls "fresh and
spontaneous." Baby carrots rain down on JeanGeorges Vongerichten as he stands against the
Manhattan skyline. Dancer-graceful Suzanne Goin
strikes a pose with a Martha Graham-inspired carrot.
The chefs' recipes and comments are as lively as
their portraits. Ming Tsai spices lobster with garlic
and pepper, and serves it with lemongrass fried rice;
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Lydia Shire's gorgonzola dolce ravioli are paired with
roasted summer peaches. This book is truly a
delectable dish, the complexity and taste of which
readers can savor for years to come.
Japan's greatest seer, the blind prophet Hinoto, has
foretold the end of the world. At the center of her
prophecy is a young man named Kamui Shiro, who
possesses startling psychic powers. Although
Kamui's future seems to have been predetermined
from his birth, he has a choice--save the earth, or
destroy it.
Avocados. Delicious, versatile, and good for you!
This humble green fruit adds velvety texture and
creamy nutty flavours to every dish, turning any meal
into something really special. From Mexican Brunch
Burritos to Avocado and Prawn Sushi, Linguine with
Avocado Pesto, Cheesy Avocado Frittata and even
Avocado Eton Mess, this book has plenty of step-bystep recipes to suit all tastes! Packed with Protein
and vitamins - good nutrition has never been so
neatly packaged.
Easter Cracked is a vital resource for churches
hoping to make the most of the opportunities they
have to reach out during Easter. Contains services,
craft, drama and more to use with all-ages.
Sweet additions for any party. A well-known stylist
and writer in the field of party design and décor,
Courtney Dial Whitmore knows what's hot!
Capitalizing on the popular trend of push-up pops,
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Courtney's love of entertaining turns Push-Up Pops
into the perfect party resource. These treats use the
ordinary off-the-shelf clear plastic molds but
transform them into frozen fruit Popsicles, cake and
pudding parfaits, cupcakes and 40 other treats.
These beautiful layers are sweet additions to any
party! Courtney Dial Whitmore's expertise has been
seen in HGTV.com, Pawsh Magazine, Nashville
Lifestyles Magazine, Ladies Home Journal, AOL's
DIY Life, Get Married Magazine,
MarthaStewart.com, and more. In addition to
designing everything from children's birthday
celebrations to chic dinner parties, she is also a
writer for several online food and lifestyle
publications including SHE KNOWS, Hostess With
the Mostess, and Tablespoon. She runs the popular
website pizzazzerie.com and lives in Nashville,
Tennessee.
Anjum Anand presents 70 mouthwatering Indian
recipes, using fresh, local and seasonal produce with
all ingredients readily available in supermarkets.
Throughout the book there are tips and techniques
as well as expert secrets from top Indian chefs.
MIXI GIA'? "Piccoli regali fanno durare l'amicizia!"
Non importa se sia Natale, una festa di compleanno,
un party in giardino oppure fare una visita di cortesia
alla prozia – un regalino riscalda il cuore di ognuno
di coloro che riceve il dono e stringono legami. Però
spesso manca l'elettrizzante idea per il regalo
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appropriato: cosa fare allora? Non disperare, al team
di MIXXtipp domandare. In questo volume abbiamo
raccolto le più belle creazioni "Do-it-youself" di
Andrea Tomicek. Qui trovi delle originali idee per
regali, che puoi fare anche tu in un battibaleno a
casa tua. A partire dall'olio d'arancia fruttato al
Relish di pomodori, variegate torte in bicchiere fino
al liquore di rose e perfino prodotti di benessere
come il Peeling anticellulite al caffè, qui è
rappresentato tutto. Con questi favolosi prodotti fatti
in casa potrai, d'ora in poi, impressionare ed
entusiasmare i tuoi amici, la tua famiglia ed i tuoi
colleghi! Come sempre vale: tutti i regali puoi fare
molto facilmente, come per gioco, nel TM5® e
TM31®. Ti auguriamo tanto Divertimento
sperimentando, regalando e mentre doni gioia!
A groundbreaking handbook--the "method"
companion to its critically acclaimed predecessor,
The Flavor Thesaurus--with a foreword by Yotam
Ottolenghi. Niki Segnit used to follow recipes to the
letter, even when she'd made a dish a dozen times.
But as she tested the combinations that informed
The Flavor Thesaurus, she detected the basic
rubrics that underpinned most recipes. Lateral
Cooking offers these formulas, which, once readers
are familiar with them, will prove infinitely adaptable.
The book is divided into twelve chapters, each
covering a basic culinary category, such as "Bread,"
"Stock, Soup & Stew," or "Sauce." The recipes in
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each chapter are arranged on a continuum, passing
from one to another with just a tweak or two to the
method or ingredients. Once you've got the hang of
flatbreads, for instance, then its neighboring dishes
(crackers, soda bread, scones) will involve the
easiest and most intuitive adjustments. The result is
greater creativity in the kitchen: Lateral Cooking
encourages improvisation, resourcefulness, and,
ultimately, the knowledge and confidence to cook by
heart. Lateral Cooking is a practical book, but, like
The Flavor Thesaurus, it's also a highly enjoyable
read, drawing widely on culinary science, history,
ideas from professional kitchens, observations by
renowned food writers, and Segnit's personal
recollections. Entertaining, opinionated, and
inspirational, with a handsome three-color design,
Lateral Cooking will have you torn between donning
your apron and settling back in a comfortable chair.
When Kirby, Bitsy, and their parents inherit an
unusual and very pink motel in Florida, they find it
filled with eccentric characters, mystery, and
adventure.
In A Family Farm in Tuscany, Sarah Fioroni, chef,
cooking instructor, sommelier, and manager of her
family's organic farm near historic San Gimignano,
shares stories of family traditions and daily life at
Fattoria Poggio Alloro. After moving to the farm in
1955 to work as sharecroppers, the Fioronis later
purchased the farm through their hard work and
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dedication to the land. They transformed the
property into a model of integrated, sustainable
agriculture that has been visited by government
officials from all over the world and featured in
numerous publications, including Organic Gardening
magazine. Three generations of Fioronis continue to
work the land using age-old practices, growing a
bounty of fruits, vegetables, and cereal crops, such
as wheat for pasta, olives for extra-virgin olive oil,
and grapes for their award-winning wines. They also
keep bees, produce saffron, and raise chickens,
Chianina cattle, the prized traditional Tuscan breed,
and pigs, the basis of homemade prosciuttos and
salamis. In addition to her engaging anecdotes that
reveal how life at Poggio Alloro changes from month
to month, Sarah shares more than fifty traditional
Tuscan recipes that are prepared daily in the kitchen
using the farm's seasonal ingredients from hearty
winter dishes to salads and risottos featuring garden
vegetables to holiday breads and desserts. The farm
is also a popular agriturismo destination, giving
visitors an opportunity to stay overnight, participate
in various farming activities, and revel in the tastes of
freshly prepared food and artisanal farm products, all
in a relaxing, scenic environment that is captured by
the book's hundreds of color photographs. Open the
pages of this book and visit Poggio Alloro from your
favorite chair, then prepare the recipes and
experience the taste of Tuscany in your own home.
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From crochet to tapestry, fine French seams to
intricate bobbin lace, this volume has explanations
and illustrations for everything necessary for an
excellent needlework project. It has information
about the size of the needles to use and the thread
type that works best for the project that is being
worked. There are clear instructions and methods for
each type of needle-work, and also suggestions for
backing and framing. A complete guide for many
projects. Probably not for a beginner.
One of Italy's best-known writers takes a Grand Tour
through her cities, history, and literature in search of
the true character of this contradictory nation. There
is Michelangelo, but also the mafia. Pavarotti, but
also Berlusconi. The debonair Milanese, but also the
infamous captain of the Costa Concordia cruise ship.
This is Italy, admired and reviled, a country that has
guarded her secrets and confounded outsiders.
Now, when this "Italian paradox" is more evident
than ever, cultural authority Corrado Augias poses
the puzzling questions: how did it get this way? How
can this peninsula be simultaneously the home of
geniuses and criminals, the cradle of beauty and the
butt of jokes? An instant #1 bestseller in Italy,
Augias's latest sets out to rediscover the storydifferent from the history-of this country. Beginning
with how Italy is seen from the outside and from the
inside, he weaves a geo-historical narrative, passing
through principal cities and rereading the classics
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and the biographies of the people that have, for
better or worse, made Italians who they are. From
the gloomy atmosphere of Cagliostro's Palermo to
the elegant court of Maria Luigia in Parma, from the
ghetto of Venice to the heroic Neapolitan uprising
against the Nazis, Augias sheds light on the Italian
character, explaining it to outsiders and to Italians
themselves. The result is a "novel of a nation,"
whose protagonists are both the figures we know
from history and literature and characters long
hidden between the cracks of historical narrative and
memory.
"Hormegeddon" is the term coined by entrepreneur and
New York Times Bestselling Author Bill Bonner to
describe what happens when you get too much of a
good thing in the sphere of public policy, economics and
business. Simply put, it ends in disaster. Drawing on
stories and examples from throughout modern political
history-from Napoleon's invasion of Russia to the
impending collapse of the American healthcare system,
from the outbreak of WWII and the fall of the Third Reich
to the 21st century War on Terror, from the Great
Recession to the sovereign debt crisis-Bonner pursues a
modest ambition: to understand what goes wrong.
History is not a clean yarn spun by its victors. It is a long
tale of things that went FUBAR-debacles, disasters, and
catastrophes. That each disaster carries with it a warning
is what makes it useful to study. For instance, if the
architect of a great ship tells you that 'not even God
himself could sink this ship, ' you should take the next
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boat. If the stock market is selling at 20 times earnings
and all the expert analysts urge you to 'get in' because
you 'can't lose'-it's time to get out! Similarly, public policy
disasters are what you get when well meaning people
with this same Titanic degree of certitude apply rational,
small-scale problem-solving logic to inappropriately large
scale planning. First, you get a declining rate of return on
your investment (of time or resources) until you hit zero.
Then, if you keep going through the zero floor-and you
always keep going-you get a disaster. The problem is,
these disasters cannot be stopped by well-informed
smart people with good intentions, because they are the
people who cause them in the first place. From the mind
of Bill Bonner comes Hormegeddon, a phenomenon that
occurs when a small dose of something produces a
favorable result, but if you increase the dosage, the
results end in disaster. The same applies when the world
gets too much of a good thing in public policy,
economics, and business. Drawing on examples
throughout modern political history, Bonner brings
context and understanding to this largely ignored and
anonymous phenomenon.
For the Vampire community, the Solstice Choosing has
been the holiest night of the year - for a hundred
thousand years. But this year, something new is about to
happen. The oldest prophecies are about to be fulfilled and the Festival of Blessings is finally upon us.
Avocados are having a moment, and for good reason.
Creamy, moreish and nutritious, there's no wonder we're
all going mad for them. Yes, they're high in fat, but it's
the good kind, plus they have antioxidant properties, help
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protect against damaging free radicals and help maintain
healthy blood pressure. With chapters divided by texture,
Avocado offers an abundance of recipes to enjoy this
healthy fruit. Whether you like it smooth, smashed,
chunky or whole, there doesn't seem to be a way that
this nutrient packed fruit can't be eaten. Smashed on
toast for a snack, topped with eggs for brunch, whizzed
into feel-good smoothies, chopped into zingy salsas to
serve with fish or meat, sliced into on-the-go lunches,
shaken into a salad dressing or swapped with cream to
make an indulgent dessert, the mouth-watering list goes
on.
In Mordin On Time, Nick Mordin sets out his method for
answering the most fundamental question facing punters
in any race, namely: which is the fastest horse? He was
timing the sections of races with a stop watch, estimating
wind strength and direction, adjusting for movements of
running rails, using projected times and calculating
average times years before the best-selling American
books on speed rating were published. This new edition
incorporates much new material, including standard
times for all Irish racecourses (plus the major French
ones). Mordin On Time enables the reader to construct
their own speed ratings wherever they live.
This volume addresses the fraught relationship between
market and society in times of social and economic
crisis, exploring how they interact in key social, cultural,
and political arenas on a global scale. The contributors
examine the neoliberal market in anthropological and
ethnographic terms to question whether “market logic”
has won out against social aspects of human existence
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in a framework of minimal state protection and the
devaluation of human labor. Fruitfully combining
empirical data and theoretical approaches, the volume
investigates the extent to which ordinary people accept
unequal allocations of resources and examines their
sense of belonging in an expansive neoliberal economy.
When Diana Henry was sixteen she started a menu
notebook (an exercise book carefully covered in
wrapping paper). Planning a menu is still her favorite part
of cooking. Menus can create very different moods; they
can take you places, from an afternoon at the seaside in
Brittany to a sultry evening eating mezze in Istanbul.
They also have to work as a meal that flows and as a
group of dishes that the cook can manage without
becoming totally stressed. The 24 menus and 100
recipes in this book reflect places Diana loves, and
dishes that are real favorites. The menus are introduced
with personal essays in Diana's now well-known voiceabout places or journeys or particular times and explain
the choice of dishes. Each menu is a story in itself, but
the recipes can also stand alone. The title of the book
refers to how Italians end a meal in the summer, when
it's too hot to cook. The host or hostess just puts a bowl
of peaches on the table and offers glasses of chilled
moscato (or even Marsala). Guests then slice their
peach into the glass, before eating the slices and
drinking the wine. That says something very important
about eating - simplicity and generosity and sometimes
not cooking are what it's about.
A follow-up to the successful 'The ScandiKitchen'
(published September 2015), this new book from Brontë
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Aurell features over 60 recipes for cakes, bakes and
treats from all over Scandinavia. From indulgent cream
confections to homely and comforting fruit cakes and
traditional breads, sweet buns and pastries.
Perfect to entertain kids over the Easter break, this pocketsized coloring book is filled with decorative eggs, spring
flowers, fluffy bunnies, chicks and other cute animals. With a
pretty foiled cover, I Heart Easter is sure to be an egg-citing
gift.
Brontë Aurell, owner of the ScandiKitchen Café in London,
brings her famous flair to over 65 Scandinavian-style recipes
that perfectly capture the joy of summer eating.§
MIXI GIA' CON IL BIMBY? Marmellata di fragole e rabarbaro
o composta di prugne, marmellata di pesca e mango o
confettura di pesche noci – con queste marmellate, e tante
altre ancora, avrai un inizio favoloso e delizioso della tua
giornata! Come dimostriamo in questo libro, la produzione di
marmellata fatta in casa non è affatto limitata soltanto al
periodo estivo: anche nella stagione fredda si possono
cucinare, con un po' di creatività, le più favolose marmellate,
che renderanno perfetta la tua prima colazione! Fra queste,
delizie piccanti come la marmellata di physalis peruviana,
"Lotti-Karotti" e marmellata di pomodori,non vengono
trascurate. La nostra autrice Andrea Tomicek mette qui a
disposizione, con la collaborazione del team di MIXtipp, la
sua raccolta di buoni vecchi ricette di famiglia e nuove
creazioni esotiche e saporite, affinché tu potrai cucinare
anche tu queste delizie, seguendo le ricette. Con diverse
spezie e squisiti ingredienti puoi creare una vasta scelta di
marmellate, a partire dalla classica marmellata di fragole fino
alla originale marmellata di patate – e grazie al Bimby lo
potrai fare in appena 20 minuti! Tutte le ricette si preparano
molto facilmente con il TM 5 e il TM 31. Cucinare marmellate
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– una faccenda faticosa, che richiede molto tempo? Questo
era ieri! Grazie al Bimby si può dire oggi: Fare le marmellate
è divertente!
INDIAN EVERY DAY is a modern approach to Indian cuisine
taking all the glamour of traditional ingredients and fusing it
with contemporary, holistic recipes. Anjum Anand has worked
in trend-setting restaurants around the world and has
dedicated her career to producing a cookbook that fits
practically with the dietary requirements and home-style
flavours she adores. She appreciates the struggle to find light
and healthy Indian food and does her utmost to make
balanced meals we can indulge in every day. Spiced
Colocasia, Rice and Lentil 'Risotto', and Luscious Lamb
Brochettes are stunning examples of her wide-ranging dishes.
Poems and woodcut prints of birds and other animals by
Maine artist and poet Leslie Moore.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work,
as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the
body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality
reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original
graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
"Acute Medicine" is a concise pocket reference of hospital
medicine.
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Taking tea is one of the quintessentially English
occasions, and who is a greater authority on the
subject than the sumptuous Ritz London Hotel? This
charming Edwardian-style book captures the
essence of this traditional British pastime, and
provides us with all the expertise on the ceremony
as well as the recipes. Stories about the legendary
afternoon teas at The Ritz and fascinating details
about the history of tea drinking are complemented
with passages from such diverse writers as Charles
Dickens to Oscar Wilde. Over fifty recipes are
included for different kinds of afternoon tea
specialities, from delicate sandwiches, strawberry
shortcake and rose petal jam, to crumpets and
muffins for hearty teas in front of a roaring fire. The
author gives an infallible guide to the many blends of
tea and their suitability to particular occasions.
Beautifully presented and delightfully illustrated, this
book is the perfect gift for tea drinkers everywhere.
Day Bang is a 201-page book that teaches you how
to pick up women during the day, primarily in a
coffee shop, clothing store, bookstore, grocery store,
subway, or on the street. It contains 51 openers, 23
long dialogue examples with commentary, and
dozens of additional lines that teach by example.
Day Bang includes... -The optimal day game mindset
that leads to the most amount of success-An easy
mental trick to prevent your brain from going into a
flight-or-fight response when it's time to approach a
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woman you're attracted to-A detailed breakdown of
how to use the "elderly opener," an easy style of
approach that reliably starts conversations with
women-2 ways to tell if a girl will be receptive to your
approach-How to avoid the dreaded "interview
vibe"-10 common mistakes guys make that hurt their
chances of getting a number Day Bang shares tons
of tips and real examples on having successful
conversations. It teaches you... -How to use my bait
system to get the girl engaged and interested in youHow to segue out of the initial opening topic into a
more personal chat where you'll get to know the girl
on a deeper level-How to take the interesting things
you've done (your accomplishments, hobbies, and
experiences) and morph them into bait hooks that
gets the girl intrigued enough to want to go out with
you-My "Galnuc" method to seamlessly get a girl's
number-An easy hack at the end of your interactions
that will reduce the chance of a flake and prime the
girl for going out with you-Ways to open up a
conversation on a girl who isn't giving you much to
work with Day Bang goes into painstaking detail on
how to approach women in a variety of common
environments... -How to open a girl in coffee shops
when she has a book, laptop, mp3 player, cell
phone, research paper, crossword or Sudoku puzzle,
or nothing at all-Two methods for approaching a girl
on the street, depending on if she's moving or not,
with a diagram to explain all the approach variationsPage 16/21
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How to approach in a retail store or mall
environment, with openers to use on customers or
sales clerks-How to approach in bookstores, with
specific tips on how to customize your approaches in
the cafe, magazine section, or general book aislesHow to meet women in public transportation, on both
the bus and subway-How to meet women in grocery
stores-How to approach girls in secondary venues
like a beach, casino, concert, gym, hair salon,
handicraft fair, museum, art show, park, public
square, or wine festival Dozens of additional topics
are logically organized into 12 chapters...
-Preparation. How to reduce your approach anxietyOpening. How to deliver your opener in a way that
doesn't scare women away-Rambling. How to have
conversations that make women interested in youClosing. How to get a number in a way that reduces
the chance she'll flake-The Coffee Shop. How to pick
up in coffee shops and cafes-The Street. How to pick
up outdoors-The Clothing Shop. How to pick up in
retail shops, malls, and big box stores-The
Bookstore. How to pick up in bookstores-Public
Transportation. How to pick up in the bus, subway,
or long distance transportation-The Grocery Store.
How to pick up in grocery stores-Other Venues. How
to pick up just about anywhere else women can be
found-Putting It All Together. How to maximize your
day game potential The lessons taught in this 75,000
word, no-fluff textbook will help you meet women
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during the day. If you need tips on what to do after
getting her number, consult my other book Bang,
which contains an A-to-Z banging strategy. Day
Bang focuses exclusively on daytime approaching.
First published in 1977, and winning its author the
coveted Glenfiddich Writer of the Year Award, this
universally acclaimed book is regarded by many as
simply the best book ever written about the making
of bread. It covers all aspects of flour-milling, yeast,
bread ovens and the different types of bread and
flour available. It contains an exhaustive collection of
recipes, everything from plain brown wholemeal or
saffron cake to drop scones and croissants; all
described with her typical elegance and unrivalled
knowledge. Even how to make your own yeast and
keep it. But more than just a list of recipes, it is an
insight into an interesting and informative homebaker. Enquire within on any point connected with
baking and Miss David has the answer. Nor does it
omit the history of bread making from the Exodus
onwards, the iniquities of sliced bread and uncovers
the dubious practices of some flour millers and bread
manufacturers in the UK and elsewhere with
amusing anecdotes and personal observations
throughout. The writing style of this book has aged
well and adds greatly to its charm. This is a book
that should be included in every food lover's
collection. Not just for those who love to cook but
those who enjoy reading about food and its history,
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and of course it is an absolute must for keen bakers.
The Italian Seminars, previously unpublished in
English, comprises lectures W.R. Bion gave in
Rome, in 1977. The volume consists of questions
from the floor and Bion's fascinating and, at times,
controversial answers. The lectures are divided in
two: the first part was organized by the Italian
Psychoanalytical Society and the second by the Via
Pollaiolo Research Group. Bion's replies examine
such diverse subjects as difficulties in the interaction
between the therapist and the patient; music and
psychoanalysis; non-verbal communication in the
consulting room; and methodology in
psychoanalysis.
Credit Analysis and Lending Management is a new
Australasian text that focuses on the core lending
functions of financial institutions, covering asset
management, credit risk assessment and analysis,
lending policy formulation and management, and the
rise of new product development and marketing in
the financial services sector. The value of any
financial institution is measured by its ability to
effectively manage and reduce its credit risk. This
text details the structure of the credit organisation,
including loan markets. Relevant financial
statements are presented to develop students'
interpretative and analytical understanding of
financial statements. Features: * Developments in
loan marketing and new loan products are profiled
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and assessed (see chapter 17.) * Problem loan
management is discussed as a growing professional
issue (see chapter 16). * Detailed case studies at the
end of the text present a diverse set of professional
scenarios that can be used for assignment,
assessment and group work activities. * 'Industry
insight' boxes profile current professional issues and
identify industry developments. * 'A day in the life
of...'boxes highlight the diversity of professional roles
in the banking industry.
Fabulous Party Cakes and Cupcakes, by awardwinning cake decorator Carol Deacon, is a perfect
beginner's introduction to the often intimidating world
of cake decorating, sugarcraft and fondant. Carol
provides simple step-by-step instructions that
anyone can use regardless of experience level.
Whether it's an elegant Chocolate Butterfly cake, a
Silly Soccer cake or colorful racing cars on frosted
cupcakes, Deacon has a cake or cupcake for any
occasion. Birthdays, baby showers, anniversary
celebrations or any opportunity for a party will be
transformed by a fabulously decorated cake or
cupcake. Deacon includes her secrets and tips for
baking delicious, moist cakes and cupcakes, then
details the process for combining frosting with
imagination to create a feast for the eyes and the
taste buds.
Adventures in Foodland is a nutrition resource aimed
at carers of pre-school children and especially carers
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of very young children in the 0-3 age group. It aims
to help carers encourage their charges in developing
a taste for healthy eating and becoming more
physically active, and to promote oral health. It
provides activity ideas for youngsters to get involved
in the kitchen - learning simple cookery skills such as
how to measure ingredients and finding out about
healthy eating. The 'Food & facts' section of
Adventures in Foodland is a useful tool for carers in
reflecting and updating practice: it gives guidelines
on nutrition for babies, toddlers and 3-5 year olds,
including weaning, meal ideas and coping with food
refusal. The 'Activities' section contains food-related
craft ideas, recipes and ideas for simple foodgrowing projects, all designed to help children learn
about the world around them and how to
communicate their understanding, as well as
discovering that food is fun.
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